
Two Speckled Eggs 
by Jennifer K. Mann 

Published in 2014 

Why we love it: Kindness and inclusion. They’re a common
refrain of parenthood, and according to Ginger’s mom, in
order to have her birthday party, she has to “invite all the girls
in her class - or none of them.” When her party goes haywire,
Ginger starts to see that fitting in often involves some trade-
offs, and learns an important lesson: being different is often
the icing on the proverbial (birthday) cake! 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids: Why is Ginger so
reluctant to invite Lyla Browning to her birthday party? And
how does Lyla’s behavior at the birthday party compare to
that of the girls she does want to invite?  Encourage your kids
to think which of the two - Lyla or the group of girls Ginger is
eager to have over - is the better friend in the end. Why?
Have they ever felt different or left out like Lyla Browning? Or
know anyone that has? What does kindness mean in
situations like these? Get your kids talking about what they
should do when they (or others) feel that way, and how being
kind might help, or completely avoid, the situation. 



I Walk With Vanessa 
by Kerascoët 
Published in 2018 

Why we love it: This stunningly simple book presents its
story solely via illustrations - there is no text. We were
skeptical at first, but in leaving the words out, Kerascoët has
created a book that highlights how it feels to be bullied, and
emphasizes how universal that feeling is. After all, the bully
could be saying anything, but the result is always the same -
sadness, loneliness, and fear. The true power of this story
comes from the words it is missing, and the silent and
overwhelming kindness that emerges at its end. 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids: Given the lack of text,
there are a multitude of ways to approach this book with your
kids, and we suggest putting them in the driver’s seat (be
sure to give it a look on your own first though - it’s absolutely
worth it!). The first time you “read” it, ask your child to go
through it once, and then tell you the story based on what
she/he sees in the illustrations - this will be especially thrilling
for the little ones who can’t read words yet. Not only will
she/he be in control of the story and the revelatory experience
of the bystander’s kindness to Vanessa, the narrative he/she
creates, particularly the scene where Vanessa is bullied, will  



offer you, as the parent, insight into the cruelty and types of
bullying your child understands. Be sure to address that with
them (Where did you learn about the words you gave to the
boy who bullied Vanessa? Have you ever seen something
like that at school/at the park/etc.? How did you react?), and
ask similar questions about the bystander who helps
Vanessa. There are countless other ways to use the book -
as an empathy exercise (ascribe feelings to the characters’
facial expressions, particularly as they react to each other),
a primer on narrative structure (highlight the story’s
orientation, complication, and resolution), etc. etc. And don’t
forget to check out the parent’s guide to bullying at the end! 



Be Kind 
by Pat Zietlow Miller 

Published in 2018 

Why we love it: We’ve all had those moments when a bad
day gets worse, and we just want to run away. Be Kind shows
us what it looks like from a child’s perspective (the perpetrator
is  spilled grape juice), and flawlessly weaves in an
introspective look at what kindness can do and be in
situations big and small. Because, as the narrator poignantly
ponders, maybe she “can only do small things,” but who
knows what those small things might do. 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids: Ask your kids if
they’ve ever been in a situation like Tanisha’s. What
happened? How did they feel? Did anyone try to help like the
narrator in the book? Alternatively, ask them if they have ever
tried to help a friend in a tough situation like the narrator did. If
they have, what was that experience like? The book makes it
clear that it isn’t always easy to figure out how to be kind, or
even easy to do once you’ve figured it out. Talk through the
examples of kindness included in the book (particularly those
in the final pages that aren’t described with text), and ask your
kids if they are “big” or “small” things, and whether they’d be
easy or hard to do. Then pick a few for all of you to practice  



for a week or two. Revisit the book and discuss whether
those acts of kindness grew “into something big” and
inspired others to be kind.  


